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Tradition in Transition 2008-10-15 this book is an investigation of innovative uses of the hebrew
tradition in the early persian period as represented by the prophetic corpora of haggai and zechariah 1
8
Both Judge and Justifier 2018-04-13 paul often says that god justifies people in christ but what does
that mean god does the language appears legal but many other interpretations have been suggested
beginning from the use of this language in judaism and early christianity james b prothro investigates
biblical legal conflicts and the terminology of justification in paul s letters to determine what it means
for paul to say that god as judge is the justifier of those who trust in christ from publisher s description
Handbook for the Study of the Historical Jesus (4 Vols) 2010-12 v 1 how to study the historical jesus v
2 the study of jesus v 3 the historical jesus v 4 individual studies
Thematic Threads in the Book of the Twelve 2012-08-06 for some years the view has become
established that the book of the twelve is a systematically structured literary unity an exegesis which
takes the final canonical text seriously undertakes to understand the structure and theological
intention of this unity the papers collected here attempt to reveal significant structures which overarch
the individual components particular emphasis is placed on the reconstruction of thematic threads
which are created when individual prophets take up topics from their predecessors e g jehovah s day
conversion role of the peoples and intensify them the papers were written between 1999 and 2002
under the aegis of the society of biblical literature s working group on the formation of the book of the
twelve
Animosity, the Bible, and Us 2009 this volume of collected essays focuses on the relationship between
the different texts within isaiah 40 66 it reinvestigates and challenges the traditional division between
chapters 40 55 and 56 66 and explores new ways of reading the last 27 chapters of the book of isaiah
each article examines isaiah 40 55 and or isaiah 56 66 and highlights continuity and discontinuity
within this material some contributions belong to the tradition of historical critical research they
examine existing models of textual development of isa 40 66 and offer new suggestions they also
explore the interplay between the historical development of the text and its thematic continuity and
discontinuity is the consistent use of a theme a sign of single authorship alternatively are changes in
the way a given issue is treated a sign of multiple authorship other contributions explore the final form
of isa 40 66 and suggest reading strategies that do justice to the message of the extant text yet other
articles make case studies of specific elements of isa 40 66 what is the significance of these texts for
the theological development of the ancient israelite religion further how do they interact with and
transform other texts in the hebrew bible
Continuity and Discontinuity 2014-04-24 in homeric greece biblical israel and old mesopotamia the
king was said to be installed by divine appointment and was regarded as having a special and
privileged relationship with god or the gods
Piety and Politics 2003 since the book of chronicles is increasingly studied on its own and not as a copy
of 1 2 samuel and 1 2 this study treats the various aspects and themes of this rich document it provides
an analysis of specific texts and topics uncovering the chronicler s permanent creativity to transform
israel s tradition s into a new theological and ideological system of its own
Tradition and Transformation in the Book of Chronicles 2008-11-30 in his latest addition to the
esteemed anchor bible commentaries scholar gary knoppers examines one of the most neglected books
of the old testament and established its importance as a key to understanding the nation of israel who
were the israelites was israel s first king saul a hero or a disaster was david a gifted and accomplished
leader or a murderer and a cheat did solomon preside over the most glorious epoch in israelite history
or did he lead the nation into a fateful decline in i chronicles the distinguished scholar gary knoppers
addresses these questions through a thoughtful and exacting reading of one of the last books of the
hebrew bible he shows that chronicles which contains a variety of viewpoints on the major events and
people provides a distinct perspective on much of israel s past especially the monarchy he discusses
how the chronicler s introduction to the people of israel redefines israel itself explains and defends the
transition from saul to david and shows how the davidic solomonic monarchy was not only a time of
incomparable achievement and glory but also the period during which the nations most important
public institutions the davidic dynasty the jerusalem temple the priests and the levites took formative
shape i chronicles part of a two volume set is the first to employ systematically the dead sea scrolls to
reconstruct the biblical author s text knoppers reveals how chronicles is related to and creatively
drawn from many earlier biblical books and presents a fascinating look at its connections in both
compositional style and approach to the historical writings of ancient mesopotamia and classical
greece featuring a new translation and an extensive introduction that incorporates up to date research
this volume replaces the anchor bible i chronicles commentary written by jacob myers in 1965
I Chronicles 1-9 2003-01-01 wisdom is supreme therefore get wisdom though it cost all you have get
understanding proverbs 4 7 niv when a man s life embodies the pursuit of wisdom it bears among its
fruits the deep love and respect of his family friends and colleagues bruce k waltke is such a man
wisdom has defined dr waltke both as one of his personal qualities and as the core of his many years of
biblical study invoking the highest efforts of his formidable intellect and etching itself indelibly on his
character in tribute to dr waltke we present this collection of writings exploring the wisdom
perspective of the bible the way of wisdom displays a level of scholarship and insight in keeping with
bruce waltke s high academic standards and a breadth of outlook reflective of his own broad grasp of
god s word and its application to all of life may you the reader benefit
The Way of Wisdom 2011-05-24 the encyclopedia of christianity is the first of a five volume english
translation of the third revised edition of evangelisches kirchenlexikon its german articles have been
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tailored to suit an english readership and articles of special interest to english readers have been
added the encyclopedia describes christianity through its 2000 year history within a global context
taking into account other religions and philosophies a special feature is the statistical information
dispersed throughout the articles on the continents and over 170 countries social and cultural
coverage is given to such issues as racism genocide and armaments while historical content shows the
development of biblical and apostolic traditions outstanding reference sources 2000 american libraries
may 2000 comp by the reference sources committee rusa ala
The Encyclopedia of Christianity 1999 dr gallagher brings together both biblical and assyrian sources
on sennacherib s 710 campaign against judah philistia and phoenicia part of the assyrian materials are
new which enables the author not only to give valuable and fresh insights into the event itself but also
to offer new carefully supported interpretations of the relevant isaiah oracles and of both the assyrian
and biblical narratives of sennacherib s campaign
Sennacherib's Campaign to Judah 2023-07-03 this is volume i of an encyclopedia representing the
scholarship of hundreds of evangelical contributors who have prepared articles on virtually every
person place and term mentioned in the bible the encyclopedia is based on the revised standard
version but is cross referenced so that readers of other versions can easily utilize it
The International Standard Bible Encyclopedia 1979 this meticulous study of joshua 9 1 13 7 and
archaeology offers a new historical picture of the late bronze iron age transition in the southern levant
and defines the ideology and antiquarian intent of the israelite historiographers reworking this episode
From Conquest to Coexistence 2011-01-11 this festschrift is presented to professor cornelis
houtman on the occasion of his retirement at kampen theological university where he held the chair of
old testament studies from 1990 to 2006 since his major achievement until now is his voluminous
commentary on the book of exodus this collection consists of seventeen studies that deal with the
interpretation of the book of exodus and related matters
The Interpretation of Exodus 2006 the issue of the so called elohistic psalter has intrigued biblical
scholars since the rise of the historical critical enterprise scholars have attempted to discover why the
name elohim is used almost exclusively within pss 42 83 and in particular they have attempted to
identify the historical circumstances which explain this phenomenon traditionally an original yhwh was
understood to have been replaced by elohim frank lothar hossfeld and the late erich zenger propose
that the use of the title elohim is theologically motivated and they account for this phenomenon in their
redaction historical work wardlaw here builds upon their work 1 by integrating insights from dell
hymes william miles foley and susan niditch with regard to oral traditional cultures and 2 by following
the text linguistic approach of eep talstra and christof hardmeier and listening to canonical texture as
a faithful witness to israel s religious traditions wardlaw proposes that the name elohim within the
psalms is a theologically laden term and that its usage is related to pentateuchal traditions
Elohim within the Psalms 2015-02-26 the bible s grand narrative about israel s exodus from egypt is
central to biblical religion jewish christian and muslim identity and the formation of the academic
disciplines studying the ancient near east it has also been a pervasive theme in artistic and popular
imagination israel s exodus in transdisciplinary perspective is a pioneering work surveying this
tradition in unprecedented breadth combining archaeological discovery quantitative methodology and
close literary reading archaeologists egyptologists biblical scholars computer scientists geoscientists
and other experts contribute their diverse approaches in a novel transdisciplinary consideration of
ancient topography egyptian and near eastern parallels to the exodus story the historicity of the
exodus the interface of the exodus question with archaeological fieldwork on emergent israel the
formation of biblical literature and the cultural memory of the exodus in ancient israel and beyond this
edited volume contains research presented at the groundbreaking symposium out of egypt israel s
exodus between text and memory history and imagination held in 2013 at the qualcomm institute of
the university of california san diego the combination of 44 contributions by an international group of
scholars from diverse disciplines makes this the first such transdisciplinary study of ancient text and
history in the original conference and with this new volume revolutionary media such as a 3d
immersive virtual reality environment impart innovative exodus based research to a wider audience
out of archaeology ancient texts science and technology emerge an up to date picture of the exodus for
the 21st century and a new standard for collaborative research
Israel's Exodus in Transdisciplinary Perspective 2015-03-28 this volume is part of a series which
provides a fundamental resource for feminist biblical scholarship containing a comprehensive selection
of essays both reprinted and specially written for the series by leading feminist scholars an
enterprising series of collections of important and pioneering studies those teaching feminist courses
will find the books invaluable as a resource for students c s rodd expository times
Feminist Companion to Ruth 1993-06-01 the latter prophets isaiah jeremiah ezekiel and the book of
the twelve comprise a fascinating collection of prophetic oracles narratives and vision reports from
ancient israel and judah spanning centuries and showing evidence of compositional growth and
editorial elaboration over time these prophetic books offer an unparalleled view into the cultural
norms theological convictions and political disputes of israelite communities caught in the maelstrom
of militarized conflicts with the empires of ancient egypt babylonia and persia instructive for scholar
and student alike the oxford handbook of the prophets features wide ranging discussion of ancient
near eastern social and cultic contexts exploration of focused topics such as the persona of the prophet
and the problem of violence in prophetic rhetoric sophisticated historical and literary analysis of key
prophetic texts issues in reception history from these texts earliest reinterpretations at qumran to
christian appropriations in contemporary homiletics feminist materialist and postcolonial readings
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engaging the insights of influential contemporary theorists and more the diversity of interpretive
approaches clarity of presentation and breadth of expertise represented here will make this handbook
indispensable for research and teaching on the latter prophets
Urgent Advice and Probing Questions 1995 life is a primary theme in scripture expressed in the
rich diversity of the various books corpora and genres of scripture much has been published on what
scripture teaches about life and death to date however no comprehensive biblical theology in which
the concept of life is traced throughout the different books and corpora of the old and new testament
has been published it is this lacuna that this book aims to fill assuming that such an approach can
provide a valuable contribution to the theological discourse on life and related concepts the primary
aim of this book is to give an indication of the different nuances of the concept of life in the various
books and corpora of the old and new testament by providing the reader with a book by book overview
of the concept of life in scripture the secondary aim is to give an indication of the overall use and
function of the concept of life in the old testament the new testament and scripture as a whole the
latter is provided by using the findings of the book by book overview of the concept of life in scripture
to draw the lines together
The Oxford Handbook of the Prophets 2016-09-01 drawing on the latest in genesis scholarship this
volume offers twenty nine essays on a wide range of topics related to genesis written by leading
experts in the field topics include its formation reception textual history and translation themes
theologies and place within judaism christianity and islam
Biblical Theology of Life in the Old Testament 2021-11-30 the question of the extent to which the
septuagint reflects an evolution in messianic belief in comparison with the masoretic text has come
into prominence in recent years and in view of the role played by messianism in jewish belief of the
late second temple period and in early christianity it seemed very appropriate that the septuagint and
messianism should be chosen as the theme of the 2004 colloquium biblicum lovaniense this volume
contains the papers given at the colloquium which are concerned both with methodological issues and
with the interpretation of specific texts in practice the majority of the texts in the septuagint for which
a messianic interpretation has been claimed the papers are very far from all reflecting the same
approach and it has frequently happened that the same texts have been treated by different
contributors from very different viewpoints but the fact such different viewpoints are expressed is a
proper reflection of the complexity of the issues involved in the question of the extent of messianic
belief in the septuagint and of the fact that the question requires a nuanced answer it is in any case
hoped that the varied approaches reflected in the papers will serve to make clear the underlying
reasons for the differences between those who take a minimalist and those who take a maximalist view
on the subject of the septuagint and messianism
The Book of Genesis 2012-03-20 readers of the hebrew bible are interested readers bringing their
own perspectives to the text the essays in this volume written by friends and colleagues who have
drawn inspiration from and shown interest in the scholarship of david clines engage with his work
through examining interpretations of the hebrew bible in areas of common exploration literary
exegetical readings ideological critical readings language and lexicography and reception history the
contributors are james k aitken jacques berlinerblau daniel bodi roland boer athalya brenner mark g
brett marc zvi brettler craig c broyles philip p chia jeremy m s clines adrian h w curtis katharine j dell
susan e gillingham susanne gillmayr bucher edward l greenstein mayer i gruber norman c habel alan j
hauser jan joosten paul j kissling barbara m leung lai diana lipton christl m maier heather a mckay
frank h polak jeremy punt hugh s pyper deborah w rooke eep talstra laurence a turner stuart weeks
gerald o west and ian young
The Septuagint and Messianism 2006 this is a fascinating lucidly presented work offering fresh
insights into a number of key passages in the gospel and showing the fruitfulness of examining luke s
usage in the light of judaism whatever their level of expertise students of luke and of the use of
scripture in scripture will find useful and challenging material in this comprehensive volume i howard
marshall king s college luke and scripture is an important contribution to the study of comparative
midrash and the role and function of authoritative sacred tradition in the life of the early christian
community this book sharpens the definition of midrash criticism in relation to other methods both in
theory and practice and in the process sheds further light on luke s understanding of jesus the origin
of early christianity and his own experience in terms of israel s sacred tradition and institutions mikeal
c parsons baylor university
Interested Readers 2013-11-10 this collection of articles is a festschrift for prof johann cook of
stellenbosch university the articles present original research new topics of study and novel insights on
subjects related to the septuagint early jewish sages and various ancient scriptures
Luke and Scripture 2001-05-04 the intertextuality research of antique texts and their reception in
medieval and modern times is the subject of this volume 1 what is a text and what is an intertext this
concerns the various different forms of text and how they present themselves in architecture
iconography lexicography the study of lists etc 2 forms of intertextuality on the relationship between
writtenness and oralness how oral texts are objectified during textualisation and become fixed acts of
speech k ehlich how especially antique texts were shaped by the continual interconnectedness of oral
and written traditions 3 what is understood in ancient oriental and antique literature by tradition and
transmission to this end the research includes languages historical reality and antique thought
structures making clear that the transferral of tradition occurs not only within a close cultural circle
but in the exchange with neighbouring cultures over large distances and geographic boundaries 4 on
the relationship between intertextuality and canon a number of contributions study this aspect of
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ongoing historical debate as it often found for culturally definitive and canonised texts a necessary
part of the their rejuvination process contributions by m bauks a lange z plese ph alexandre s aufrère
m oeming k davidowicz a wagner g selz m f meyer l roig lanzillotta m dimitrova f waldman w horowitz
m risch j van ruiten l bormann a miltenova j taschner g brooke g dorival a harder and s alkier
Septuagint, Sages, and Scripture 2016-11-14 the studies about the background and the history of
reception of the sacrifice of isaac published in this volume bring surprising and oft neglected aspects
of the famous narrative to light how in different times and in different circles genesis 22 has been
interpreted is an encouragement for hermeneutical reflection and a help for exegesis itself
Between Text and Text 2013-06-19 from the seminar on theological perspectives on the book of
ezekiel which meets at each annual meeting of the society 12 essays and two responses representing a
range of perspectives and methods explore the ancient and modern meanings and implications of
hierarchy in the old testament book priesthood in exile creation as property and ezekiel i
The Sacrifice of Isaac 2021-08-04 throughout the history of the israelite kingdoms there were
prophets who prophesied nothing but favorable consequences for the actions of their political leaders
opposing them were prophets who drew a distinction between the will of yahweh for his people and
the opportunistic aims of the monarchs in the micaiah narratives of i kings 22 are seen two early
stages in the development of this ideological conflict simon john de vries examines thoroughly these
early stages in order to find and understand the root causes of the conflict that led finally to national
ruin back cover
Ezekiel's Hierarchical World 2004 this masterly book is the climax of over twenty five years of study
of the impact of canaanite religion and mythology on ancient israel and the old testament it is john day
s magnum opus in which he sets forth all his main arguments and conclusions on the subject the work
considers in detail the relationship between yahweh and the various gods and goddesses of canaan
including the leading gods el and baal the great goddesses asherah astarte and anat astral deities sun
moon and lucifer and underworld deities mot resheph molech and the rephaim day assesses both what
yahwism assimilated from these deities and what it came to reject more generally he discusses the
impact of canaanite polytheism on ancient israel and how monotheism was eventually achieved
Prophet Against Prophet 1978-08-21 this volume is an inquiry into the complex relationship of the
prophetic texts and israelite history taken as a whole the book provides a round table discussion that
examines the thesis that the study of prophetic literature i e isaiah jeremiah ezekiel and the twelve and
the history of israel are best undertaken in interaction with one another this topic appropriately honors
john hayes s long standing scholarly contributions in prophetic interpretation and historical research
as well as his interest in the possibilities of the intersection of these two areas the volume also
promises to contribute to the body of knowledge about prophets and israel s past in general by
affording twenty four historians and prophetic scholars the opportunity to explore their areas of
interest in fresh ways while in dialogue with a central thesis all twenty four contributors have engaged
john s ideas about prophets and or history as students colleagues or in their research and publications
thus the question of what impact the fields of prophetic research and israelite history can and should
have on one another unites the articles the book s individual parts however are contributions of
historians and prophetic scholars who enter the discussion from their own perspectives and examine
the possibilities and problems of the intersection of these two topics the articles from historians will
focus on questions about the usefulness of prophetic texts for reconstructing israel s history and will
also branch out and address topics such as the social location of the prophets and the benefits of other
ancient texts as well as archaeology to understanding the prophets scholars coming from the prophetic
side will offer different perspectives on prophetic identity experience and rhetoric and their possible
correlations with historical contexts these articles will engage broad issues such as how history may
form the context of prophets thought to quote contributor j gordon mcconville and will explore specific
texts and issues drawn from isaiah jeremiah ezekiel hosea amos zechariah along with daniel and
deuteronomy
Kenkyusha's New Japanese-English, English-Japanese Dictionary on Bilingual Principles 1954 in this
book the ambiguous reception is traced which the pagan prophet balaam received in judaism early
christianity and islam
Yahweh and the Gods and Goddesses of Canaan 2010-06-15 this study explores the interplay
between the commendation of enjoyment and the injunction to fear god in ecclesiastes previous
studies have tended to examine these seemingly antithetical themes in isolation from one another
seeing enjoyment and fear to be positively correlated however enables a fresh articulation of the book
s theology enjoyment of life lies at the heart of qohelet s vision of piety which may be characterized as
faithful realism calling for an authentic engagement with both the tragic and joyous dimensions of
human existence winner of the 2007 john templeton award for theological promise
Etude dialectologique de l’aire manding de Côte-d’Ivoire. Fasc. 1. 2006-11-01 the focus of this book is
on temples in the southern levant during the iron age ca 1200 600 bc and their transformations in
order to capture the long term context some significant sites with temples from the late bronze age are
also presented and discussed the author traces both material culture related to the temples and the
way in which the same themes are treated in old testament texts concentrated primarily on israel and
judah from the analysis of these texts he deduces a threefold transformation of the form of memory in
relation to the temples and the cult the first concerns a contrastive reshaping philistia and other
neighbouring political entities the second an external israel and the third an internal judah silencing of
the actual form of religious practice in the iron age
Israel's Prophets and Israel's Past 2008-05-31 this study explores the four narratives regarding
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prophetic conflicts in the deuteronomistic history via three steps first examining the narratives with a
synchronic approach second discussing the date of the narratives as revised by the deuteronomists in
the persian period last considering religious settings and rhetorical purposes of the narratives the
deuteronomists were more interested in the theological questions of the true israel true yhwh and the
true worship place than the prophetic conflicts the conflicts reflect the difficulty to distinguish
between true and false prophecy and the deuteronomists sought to answer their questions by using the
conflict narratives their answers aimed for the postexilic community to protect their ethnic identity
and to worship yhwh alone exclusively in jerusalem
The Prestige of the Pagan Prophet Balaam in Judaism, Early Christianity and Islam 2012-02-14 this
volume argues that job 28 as job s words in its present position has a special rhetorical function within
the whole book and more specifically within the context of chapters 22 31
The Vitality of Enjoyment in Qohelet's Theological Rhetoric 2021-10-01 this unique study of the
theology of the book of daniel examines the cultic motif within the book as it relates to space and time
numerous references and allusions to cult are investigated with linguistic literary and contextual
analyses the findings are then related to the main theological themes of the book such as judgment
eschatology kingdom and worship it is evident that the idea of cult plays a dominant role in daniel and
that it demonstrates the intention of the author to present the issue of conflict of two opposing systems
of cult and worship for all who are interested in an exegesis of daniel that pays dutiful attention to the
theology of daniel the cultic motif in the book of daniel is a must read
Temples in Transformation 2021-03-03
Prophetic Conflicts in the Deuteronomistic History 2003-12-01
Job 28 as Rhetoric 2010
The Cultic Motif in the Book of Daniel
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